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FREE digital download
(that’s not a misprint!)
Wingleader Magazine is totally FREE. Funded by
advertising and sponsorship, Wingleader Magazine is
a FREE monthly digital download available worldwide
to anyone on any device. There are no sign-ups, no
barriers, no tricks or catches, we don’t even need the
reader’s email address.

A totally new concept in
aviation publishing
The concept of FREE newspapers and magazines
funded by sponsorship or advertising is by no means
a new idea - but it has never been ventured in the
historic aviation market.
At Wingleader Magazine, we have taken the concept
and, over the past 12 months, have developed it into
a lavishly illustrated ‘journal’ that has generated a
huge amount of positive feedback and support from
aviation enthusiasts worldwide.

Now is the time to join us
With nine digital issues successfully published,
our circulation figures are already well past many
mainstream printed magazines, and increasing
on a daily basis. We are therefore ready to invite
sponsors to join us in this unique project.
There is a huge sense of community and goodwill
amongst our readers, and we aim to channel this
towards our sponsors who will be seen as supporters
of the project rather than mere advertisers.
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Read on the go
Wingleader Magazine is a FREE monthly digital download available worldwide
to anyone on any device.

Beautiful, intelligent design
The biggest visual difference is of course our choice of landscape instead of
portrait format. We chose this for two reasons. Firstly all monitor screens
are landscape format so a single page is easily readable without needing
enlargement. Secondly, as we are mainly an image based magazine, it allows
us to reproduce photos to a print width of up to 300mm instead of the usual
210mm, so 50% larger, providing much greater detail and clarity.
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The first Aviation magazine designed exclusively for
the digital screen – large fonts, easy to read landscape
format.

Truly global audience, launching at the same minute
every month around the world.

DIGITAL ISSUE

EIGHT

FREE to all aviation enthusiasts worldwide – no
restrictions, no sign-ups, no membership, no barriers.
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Unlimited shelf life – the magazines will remain
online for years and will be searchable and accessible
for future readers as the circulation increases.
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Undated with minimal news coverage, each issue will
stay fresh and will never go out of date.
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DIGITAL ISSUE

Being free we can cover a wider and more interesting
range of subjects without fear of losing sales – people
will download the magazine even if not all articles
appeal whereas printed magazines can lose a sale in
this situation.
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DIGITAL ISS

Superb visual content, drawing from our own library
of over 40,000 historic original photos and with
articles by some of the leading authors in the
business.

UE SEVEN

Created by a team with over 40 years’ experience in
historic aviation research and publishing.
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PAINTING THE DAMBUSTERS

Full statistical analysis of each advert
available.

INGLEADER

Ability to embed sound or video (YouTube or Vimeo)
into ads.

MAGAZINE

Printed magazine market in serious decline, a
major magazine lost 9% circulation last year.
Digital attracts a totally new and fresher market,
not just pensioners buying magazines at the
supermarket.
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Direct click-through links encouraging and
enabling impulse purchasing, much easier than
conventional print advertising.
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JAMES DIETZ INTERVIEW

We still produce a printed compendium version
for the traditional market - with sponsorship
opportunities on rear cover.
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Being FREE the reaction and support is far more
positive, providing a feel-good factor around
the entire project – sponsors will be seen as
supporters of the ‘community’ cause and we will
encourage our readers to ‘support our sponsors’.
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100,000+
downloads worldwide!

We’re Growing!
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Digital Edition
Full Page Landscape - Full Bleed

Includes

FREE
design service

Half Page Landscape - 3 Side Bleed

From

£395

Full Page

+VAT per issu

Technical specification:

297mm (width) x 210mm (height) - A4
Please allow a 10mm bleed on all edges

1x - £495		

3x - £445		

Get in Touch

12x - £395

e

From

£245

Half
Page

+VAT per issu

e

Technical specification:

145mm (width) x 210mm (height) - A4
Please allow a 10mm bleed on all edges

1x - £295		

3x - £265		

12x - £245

Premium positions:

Page 2 (inside front cover): +25%
Penultimate page (inside back cover): +25%
Last page (back cover): +50%

Please ensure all artwork is provided at the correct measurements and is sent as a
flattened PDF (fonts embedded). We reserve the right to reject any artwork that does
not adhere to this technical specification.
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Custom Sponsorship Opportunities
If you have another opportunity
in mind as to how your brand and
Wingleader Magazine could work
together, please get in touch. We’d be
happy to hear from you.
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Reach our entire growing audience of
over 6,500 email subscribers by having
a 550px (w) x 400px (h) advert included
in our email newsletters.
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(digital)
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Get in touch...
Sponsorship & Strategic
Partnerships
Wesley Cornell
wesley@wingleader.co.uk
+44 (0)7895 157 037

Features/Advertorial
We are willing to accept a limited
number of sponsored advertorial
pieces for possible inclusion
in Wingleader Magazine. Please
contact us for details.

Get in Touch

